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aksharaya reveals the role of the media in fuelling the war. in his film, a tamil reporter who goes to
the village discovers the son and reports his existence. aksharaya also emphasises the role of the
military in the war and dramatises its bias against tamil civilians. aksharaya does not question the
legitimacy of the war or the tamil tigers right to fight for their rights but instead explores the
conditions that, in fact, allowed the war to take place. in doing so, he also condemns the few
powerful people who have committed war crimes. in addition to being the first full-length film made
by an independent filmmaker in the north east, it is also the first sri lankan film to examine the
conditions that led to the war and demand an end to war. aksharaya remains committed to
defending the rights of everyone and is prepared to suffer for his views. his intention is to make sure
that, in the future, the people of the region are able to live without fear of violence or suppression.
the military used its scarce resources to attack handagamas film through the small but vocal
minority of the sri lankan press. the government threatened to force handagama to take his film out
of circulation if the film is too critical or the military becomes outraged. the military is using the
provocative nature of some of handagamas movies to justify their heavy-handed censorship policies.
they have also claimed that the movies lack a coherent plot and are not educational. handagama is
part of a wider movement in the country of independent artists - a group that includes internationally-
acclaimed film-makers namal rajapaksas major work was the low-budget nalandiya (1973), a savage
critique of the ethnic conflict that forced the countrys people to abandon their homeland during the
last decade. rajapaksas also won best director at the franco-german gay and lesbian film festival
(leunig film festival) and in 1991 he was awarded the andrei tarkovskis award for exemplary
directing.
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in light of the need for rapid democratisation, we need to ask ourselves what rights and
responsibilities are attached to citizens who criticise government policies, no matter how sacred
such policies may be to some individuals. in the case of handagama and yayan, we need to ask

whether their discussion of the effects of the war on civilians and the ltte was a betrayal of the tamil
people? was it tantamount to support for the military campaign against the ltte, the very campaign

that had already claimed a great many tamil lives? the apparent answer is yes. when aksharaya
released on january 15, it had not been translated into tamil, so there is no way for the people of
batticaloa to judge for themselves. the directors must be held accountable for not only what they

said but also for failing to take the tamil audience into consideration. aksharaya is a deeply revealing
indictment of the war and is a bold attempt by handagama to engage with the moral collapse of the

political establishment. although the film will remain banned, the fact that aksharaya is a defiant
blast against the culture of silence is a rare and positive development for the tamil community in sri

lanka. the same logic that has now been applied to aksharaya is being applied to the television
series. the series, atheertha sandhya, has been broadcast in sinhalese and tamil since 2000. but its
latest season was stopped abruptly in january following an invasion of the jaffna peninsula by the

tamil tigers, which has killed thousands of civilians in the past several years. 5ec8ef588b
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